New Technology in EFL: Challenges and Opportunities

By Luis Bermudes
This talk aims to provide a wider view of what the world of technology has to offer to all EFL practitioners. Ideas on how to find the power tools you need for your class. A moment of reflection.
A recommendation, beware of

Technophobia
and
Technophilia
What is out there?

There are things that will cost you money and there are those that are completely free.
Make your handwriting digital
Use Smartpens!
V.R. - A.R. is the next big thing
Examples of A.R.

- *Pokemon Go*
Examples of A.R.

Snapchat
Examples of A.R.

HP Reveal (formerly AURASMA)
Visit ClassTools.net

Create free interactive games for your classroom
Use Google Speech
Or use Google Text to Speech
Or use

www.naturalreaders.com/online/
Creating online graphic versions of stories we know
Important questions to consider

Do we really need technology to teach EFL / ESL?

What should we do when the presence of technology is limited in our classroom?